
Huntsham Court
Unique Events. Unique Guests. Unique Venue.



Us – Huntsham Court is all about the people that visit, celebrating a 
wonderful building, supporting local businesses & playing our part. First 
and foremost it’s about us listening to you and facilitating what you want. 

You – We want our guests to really make the house their home from 
home, kick back and relax. Everything is useable and we adapt to meet 
your needs. We are family friendly and you can even bring your canine 
companion by prior arrangement.

The Building – Creating a legacy that enables this amazing house to be 
really lived in, so guests get to truly experience the fun of a country house 
retreat that is grand and has good services and facilities. Huntsham Court 
is a relaxed home with timeless style and modern comforts. 

Our Team – We have a wonderful team who are here to listen and put 
GPMIRXW�½VWX��8LI�XIEQ�MRGPYHIW�ZIV]�I\TIVMIRGIH�IZIRX�TPERRIVW��LSYWI-
keepers, cooks, bar staff and butlers. You decide what level of help you 
want and we make it happen. 

The Best of the South West�¯�8LI�EVIE�LEW�WSQI�SJ�XLI�FIWX�TVSHYGI�MR�
the UK.  We pride ourselves on having built a suppliers network that gives 
amazing choices to clients, whilst supporting the best and most exciting 
local produce and suppliers. 

About Us
This is why we are unique…



Always Exclusive Use - Huntsham Court
Complete privacy to make it your home from home.

Overview
• 2+ day country house hire.
• 5 spacious and luxurious reception rooms.
• 5 acre gardens with tennis court and croquet lawn.
• 19-34 amazing bedrooms/suites.
• 80 person maximum sleeping capacity.
• 120 for dining & ceremonies, all in one space.
• 33,000sq feet exclusively yours.

Flexibility & Freedom
• Bring your own drinks with no corkage.
• No hidden charges and transparent pricing.
• Porters available to move furniture as needed.
• Flexible bedrooms with twin bed or super-king options.
• Extra single beds and cots for children.
• Freedom to choose and use your own suppliers. 

Help & Support
• Fully self catered to silver service options.
• Fee includes 5 hours with your dedicated event planner.
• Full banqueting set for 120 guests included.
• 7XEJ½RK�WGLIHYPIH�F]�XLI�IZIRX�TPERRIV�XS�WYMX�]SYV�RIIHW�
• Disabled access and bedrooms for less mobile guests.
• Bedding, linens and towels included.



Space
Our luxury bedrooms & suites sleep 
up to 80 guests. Each room is uniquely 
furnished from traditional four posters 
to contemporary family rooms. Almost 
every room has a sofa area and en suite 
bathroom.

19 - 34 Bedrooms



Flexibility
Prior to your arrival you tell us how you 
want each room set up and we get it 
done, whether it’s converting twin rooms 
to luxury super-kings or adding extra 
beds or cots.

Style
Our unique art collection, sumptuous 
fabrics and seriously comfy furnishings 
are a mix of the posh and the playful. 
Not to mention luxury bathrooms, 
GSQTPMQIRXEV]� XSMPIXVMIW�� ¾YJJ]� XS[IPW�
and crisp bedding. 



Country House Parties
Dress up, dress down – it’s all about the house transforming to your vision.

Drinking
You are welcome to bring your own drinks with no corkage or storage fees.  Our website has some 
great suggestions for sale-or-return wines, ales and ciders so you only pay for what you use. We are 
licensed for a pay bar, but often clients like to run a free or bring-your-own bar.  We can put staff 
in place to manage either. Some guests don’t want the worry of organising a bar so they bring in 
our amazing suppliers from a 1950s Cocktail Caravan to mixologists. We’ve even got stylish non-
EPGSLSPMG�STXMSRW�XSS��WYGL�EW�E�����W�'MXVStR�8IE�7LST�:ER�SV�E�ZMRXEKI�:;�TST�YT�GSJJII�WLST�
Often the Butler’s Pantry becomes a help yourself tea, coffee and snack stop.

Dancing
Formal ballroom waltzing, traditional Scottish ceilidh, classic DJ sets, and rip-roaring bands or getting 
your friends to play one of our two pianos.  We have assembled some amazing bands & local DJs 
[LS�ORS[�LS[�XS�LMX�XLI�WTSX�FYX�SJXIR�KYIWXW�FVMRK�XLIMV�S[R�JVSQ�JYVXLIV�E½IPH��XVERWJSVQMRK�
the Great Hall into a sultry cabaret bar or kicking club. Lights! Camera! Start throwing those shapes!

Downtime
It’s about creating those unforgettable moments when you catch up with your most important 
people. Whether it’s sharing a midnight snack in your PJs, chatting over a bottle of wine, spa and 
beauty treatments or playing board games and cards together.  You can make it action packed too, 
with on-site activities or local excursions including tennis, croquet, football, fencing, archery, paintball, 
GSSOIV]�WGLSSP��UYEH�FMOMRK��LMPP�[EPOMRK��½WLMRK��WLSSXMRK�©���]SY´PP�VYR�SYX�SJ�XMQI�FIJSVI�]SY�VYR�
out of things to do.





Events & Banqueting
-X´W�RSX�NYWX�[LEX�]SY�HS�FYX�LS[�]SY�HS�MX�XLEX�QEOIW�MX�YRJSVKIXXEFP]�]SY©

Formal and Fancy
;I�LEZI���KVERH�VIGITXMSR�VSSQW�XLEX�EVI�JYPP]�¾I\MFPI�JSV�FERUYIXMRK�
and events. Each can be laid out, or emptied as needed, prior to arrival 
or during your stay. Formal dining options include round or trestle 
formations with optional top-table where all guests can see you. Our 
suggested caterers and chefs are frequently at Huntsham Court and 
provide wonderful menus for all tastes and budgets. Choose any style 
of service including silver service, family style or buffet. 

Casual and Cosy
Some guests prefer some or all of their stay to be more informal.  
Casual dining caterers can provide bowl food, canapé service or hog 
roasts. For cosy dining, clients often choose garden picnics with pre-
made hampers,  a pop-up dinner at the front door such as a wood 
FYVRMRK� TM^^E�SZIR�SV� ½WL�
� GLMT� ZER�� �=SY� GER� IZIR� LEZI�HVST�MR�
dinners including Devon street food, Ceylon curry or a breakfast 
buffet set up in the vaulted kitchen. Often clients get a supermarket 
delivery and ask the planner to schedule a house team to prepare and 
serve it.  Whatever your choice – we and your supplier are here to 
make it happen.



Activities

On site - Action

On tap or by arrangement:

Croquet. Badminton.
8IRRMW��7[MRKFEPP�

8EFPI�8IRRMW��%VGLIV]�
Pistol shooting. Fencing.

Cookery & Baking school.
Dance lessons. Ceilidh.
Children's play area.

5-a-side football.
Garden chess & Jenga.

Bouncy castle & Sumo suits.

Nearby

So much you can visit or arrange:

7EMPMRK��8VIOOMRK�
Quad-biking. Riding.

Laser quest. Paint-balling.
Exmoor Safari.

Fishing. Ballooning.
Beach visits. Cycling.
Sky-diving. Hiking.

Off-roading experience.
'ERSIMRK��;MRH�WYV½RK�

On site - Relax

On tap or by arrangement:

Massage. Manicures.
Facials. Pedicures.
Yoga. Meditation.

Beauty, hair & make up.
Cards and board games.

Enjoy our beautiful Library.
(:(�PMFVEV]��1EKMG�PIWWSRW�
:MRXEKI�SYXHSSV�JE]VI�KEQIW�
Bird of prey handling. Walking.

7O]�8:



Weddings, Blessings & Civil Ceremonies
Make the moment exactly how you want it, without compromise.

Indoor Civil Ceremonies
8LI� .EGSFIER� TERIPPIH� +VIEX� ,EPP�� XLI�=IPPS[�
Room with its hand painted muralled ceiling, the 
book lined Library and the airy Diamond Room 
with a vast antique tapestry are all licensed for 
weddings and civil ceremonies. You can even 
have a Romeo and Juliet balcony wedding. 

Outdoor Civil Ceremonies
Choose from the Old Dovecote surrounded by 
REXYVI�SV�XLI�;IWX�8IVVEGI�HVIRGLIH�MR�EJXIVRSSR�
sunlight. You can have a Humanist ceremony or 
blessing anywhere in the grounds, and best of all, 
you can move where you hold your ceremony if 
the weather does something unexpected.



Church Weddings & Blessings
8LIVI�EVI�QER]�FIEYXMJYP�GLYVGLIW�ERH�GEXLIHVEPW�
of all denominations nearby.  Nearest is All Saints 
Church which seats 120 and is just 800 metres 
from our front door, nestled on the driveway. 
All Saints is a welcoming church and considers all 
types of service.







±8LI�best weekend of our lives - never to be 
forgotten.  Huntsham Court is amazingly fabulous”

Guests: Nicola & Adam

±8YVRMRK�XLI�XEFPIW�SR�E�VYVEP�VIXVIEX��*SV�
¼UVW�FODVV service and a touch of 

Downton-style grandeur, a 19th-century
Devon country-house that ticks all the boxes.”

Press: Evening Standard

“Even in the bleak mid-winter Huntsham Court 
wrapped us in warmth and stateliness���8LI�TVSTIVX]�

is grand.  Harder to tell is that it is welcoming”
Guests: Anne M. Sorenson, President & Chief
)\IGYXMZI�3J½GI��1EVVMSXX�-RXIVREXMSREP�-RG�

“If anyone wants to host the quintessential 
English country house party, this is the place. 

Huntsham Court :LQQHU�RI�WKH�&RPPHUFLDO�
,QQRYDWLRQ�$ZDUG”

Awards: Hudson Heritage Awards

“We’ve just had the most DPD]LQJ weekend of 
SYV�PMZIW���8LMW�LSYWI�MW�WXYRRMRK��XLI�[IEXLIV�[EW�
fantastic and the house team pulled out all the 

stops.  Words really cannot give this venue justice”
Guests: Marilyn & Matt

“Shades of Oscar Wilde, Noel Coward and the 
Cliveden Set, it’s a perfect stage for a magical and 

quintessential English country house party”
Press: Roger St. Piene, Belfast Telegraph

“An LQFUHGLEOH�:MGXSVMER�QERWMSR���
one of the most sought after venues in the UK...

with no boring rule book in sight.”
7RS����8.�9HQXHV

Award: Conde Nast Brides Magazine

“We are VSHHFKOHVV��  What an incredible 
[IIOIRH���8LERO�]SY�WS�ZIV]�QYGL�JSV�YXXIVP]�
¾E[PIWW�WIVZMGI�ERH�WYGL�[SRHIVJYP�QIQSVMIW�

We’re coming back!”
Guests: Jessie & Christian

“Wow! Where do we start?  A beautiful, 
VWXQQLQJ, picturesque house & grounds that 

was the perfect setting.”
Matt & Kelly, Devon, UK

“If you’ve ever wanted to celebrate a 
milestone in your life with friends and family, 
XLMW�MW�XLI�TPEGI�XS�HS�MX���8LI�[LSPI�LSYWI�

oozes relaxed English Charm.”
Press: Period Ideas Magazine

“One of the ½RIWX�:MGXSVMER�+SXLMG�TVMZEXI�
QERWMSRW�MR�XLI�GSYRXV]���8LMW�MW�E�PY\YV]�ZIRYI�
XLEX�MW�]SYV�LSQI��½VWX�ERH�JSVQSWX�E�LSYWI�XS�

be lived in and enjoyed”
Press: Eugene Costello.  The Travel Magazine

“Amazing!  We could not have wished for a more 
JEFYPSYW�ZIRYI���8LI�XIEQ�LEZI�FIIR�SYXWXERHMRK²

Guests: Helen & Alex

±8LI�TPEGI�MW�E�QEWWMZI���E�wonderful mix of the 
posh and the playful”

Press: Liz Gill, About My Generation

±8LI�LSYWI�MW�LQFUHGLEOH, our guests have 
been wowed and you are made to feel so 

comfortable.”
Guests: Paul & Rebecca

±�8LERO�]SY�JSV�E�spectacular life changing 
experience in the most beautiful house in the UK. 
You couldn’t have been more helpful, talented and 

considerate in taking care of all our needs and 
exceeding our expectations.”
Nada and Simon, London

“When we stumbled upon Huntsham Court we 
knew we had struck gold.  Dripping with 

Downton-esque glamour but with a refreshing ethos”
Press: Patricia Campbell, Elle

Testimonials, Press & Awards



Are you looking to go Above & Beyond? 

Our “Experience Adventures” are perfectly 
designed to demonstrate our vehicles 
capabilities, delivering fun and enjoyment 
with the upmost professionalism and safety.

Bespoke group events which offer an 
exceptional and diverse range of high quality 
entertainment or challenge based activities.

3YV�¾IIX�SJ�RI[�0ERH�6SZIVW�EVI�EZEMPEFPI�
to assist with your transport plans.

Land Rover Experience West Country

Wessington Farm, Awliscombe, Honiton. Devon. EX14 3NU
Tel: 01404 549333

info@landroverexperiencewestcountry.co.uk
www.westcountry.landroverexperience.co.uk

Friendly and professional mobile make up artist based in Devon. Offering a range 
of beauty treatments and a bespoke make up service for your special day.

Finishing Touch – Make up and Beauty

Tel: 07840 452538
Email: MRJS$XLEX½RMWLMRKXSYGL�GS�YO�
Web: [[[�XLEX½RMWLMRKXSYGL�GS�YO

“We really enjoyed the evening.  I’ve never 

known a barn dance go with such a swing” 

(Richard and Helen, Exmouth).

“Many thanks for playing at our daughter’s 

wedding.  We had the most fantastic evening 

and loved the dancing”. (Sarah, Bickleigh)

4PIEWI�ZMWMX�WXMGOXLI½HHPI�GS�YO�ERH
contact Bruce to discuss your 
requirements.
Tel: (07811)886305
Email: FERH$WXMGOXLI½HHPI�GS�YO

A ceilidh is great entertainment for 
your wedding or special occasion.  We 
are a three-piece band with caller, 
experienced and skilled in providing 
lively, foot-tapping music and fun dances 
for everyone.  We can also provide 
background music.

Stick the Fiddle – Ceilidh Band

Just a few miles from Huntsham, we are producers 
and suppliers of the highest quality local produce. 

You will want to try our artisan gluten-free sausages 
(from 95% prime cuts of pork) and our unique farm 
aged West Country beef steak.

Our on-site butchery means we know the full 
provenance of everything we sell.

We can provide informal catering like Breakfasts and 
&&5´W��SV�SJJIV�*6))�()0-:)6=�XS�,YRXWLEQ�'SYVX�
for all your locally produced bakery, dairy and farm 
fresh meat.

Oakmoore Farm

[[[�SEOQSSVIJEVQ�GSQ�
or call James on 

07790 171 592



Sample of our Local Supplier's Network....

Please call or visit our website for more details and bookings.  
Telephone: 07756 191754
[[[�GI]PSRGYVV]�GS�YO��b��MRJS$GI]PSRGYVV]�GS�YO

Ceylon Curry House offers a 
professional Sri Lankan Curry 
catering service for weddings, 
company events, birthday 
parties and fund raising events 
as a full buffet service or a 
takeaway service from our new 
catering trailer.

We have provided our service 
at Huntsham Court on 
numerous occasions.

Our takeaway option from 
our self-contained new mobile 
kitchen at just £4 - £5 for 
curry, rice and poppadom 

is particularly popular on 
the evening guests arrive at 
Huntsham Court and prefer an 
informal, hearty meal.  

For a fully catered professional 
buffet service from our bain 
maries, we can offer a choice of 
four different curries with rice 
and side-dishes from just £8 per 
person. Diners always return to 
the buffet table for more! We 
are very proud of our excellent 
reviews and attaining the 
highest hygiene standard issued 
by the Devon Council.

Ceylon Curry House

Awesome 1962 VW van available for Weddings and events, serving great Devon roasted coffee.

We are passionate about coffee, sourced from local produce and suppliers,
 and every part of the process is important from bean to cup.

    Ivan’s coffee is proud to support Huntsham Court

Call Ivan for a chat or a quote.. 
07796 128057

www.ivans-coffee.com  ~ ivan3000@mail.com

ivan’s coffee

8S�FSSO�]SYV�GSRWYPXEXMSR�GSRXEGX�YW�SR�������������
[[[�UYMGOIW�GS�YO��b��WLST$UYMGOIW�GS�YO
SV�ZMWMX�YW�EX�
,SQI�*EVQ��2I[XSR�7X�']VIW��)\IXIV�)<���%=

Quickes Cheese Wedding Cakes
Bespoke cheese wedding cakes made to order from an award-winning 
selection of artisan cheeses. Our tailored service lets you create the 
perfect cake for your special day providing a balance of textures and 
¾EZSYVW�JSV�XLI�YPXMQEXI�GLIIWI�FSEVH�



Peter Mundy 
catering services

West Country Hog Roasts 
by Peter Mundy

Our Head Chef and owner, Peter Mundy, has twenty years experience and 
takes personal charge of every dish. Our food is always locally sourced and is of 
the best quality, aiming to exceed your expectations.

8IPITLSRI� 01398 331822 
Email: enquiries@petermundycatering.co.uk
Website: www.petermundycatering.co.uk

8IPITLSRI� 01398 331066 
Email: westcountryhogroasts@hotmail.co.uk

Website: www.westcountryhogroasts.net

Weddings | Fine Dining | Corporate Dining | Luxury Buffets | BBQ’s | Personal Chef Service | Hog Roasts

Unit 6, Global Business Park, Bampton, Devon EX16 9NG

'SSOIH�[MXL�SYV�GVMWT]�GVEGOPMRK�ERH�LSQIQEHI�WXYJ½RK��'SPPIGXMSR�SV�HVST�SJJ�
service available. Full catering and wedding packages. Canapés, starters, sides and 

desserts. Whole lamb, venison and hind quarter of beef available.

Peter Mundy Catering Services and West Country Hog Roasts 

are proud to be associated with Huntsham Court

Mobile: 07815 951592



Sample of our Local Supplier's Network....

;IHHMRK��'IPIFVEXMSR�1EOIYT��1EOIYT�1EWXIVGPEWWIW��1EOIYT�ERH�4LSXS7LSSXW

Eyedomakeup

Telephone: 07971 298 490
MRJS$I]IHSQEOIYT�GS�YO�`�[[[�I]IHSQEOIYT�GS�YO

On your wedding day it’s important to look and feel great without 
any pre-wedding stress. Eye Do Makeup offers that personal touch 
making your wedding day beauty experience extra special.

CF Video Productions

The Cover Cupboard
%[EVH�[MRRMRK�GLEMV�GSZIV�
�ZIRYI�HVIWWMRK�WTIGMEPMWXW

=SYV�[IHHMRK�ZMHIS�F]�'*�:MHIS�4VSHYGXMSRW�`�'*:4
Filming the day, naturally and unobtrusively.

Winner at the Westcountry Wedding Awards 2011 & Finalist 2010, 2012, 2013 & 2014.
6IKMSREP�*MREPMWX�8LI�;IHHMRK�-RHYWXV]�%[EVHW������
������

'EPP�JSV�E�JVMIRHP]�GLEX�EFSYX�]SYV�FMK�HE]��������������
3V�IQEMP��MRJS$GJZT�GS�YO�SV�ZMWMX�[[[�GJZT�GS�YO
*MRH�QI�SR�*EGIFSSO�GJZTW�ERH�8[MXXIV�$GJZTW

Leading professionals in the industry with over 10 years’ experience.
Premium quality covers and sashes, beautiful centrepieces and table decor.

Full venue dressing packages to include chair covers, centrepieces, table
linen, room & ceiling decoration, lighting and topiary.

Dedicated enquiry line 7 days a week, day or evening.

'EPP�%RR�SV�7EVEL�JSV�LIPT�ERH�EHZMGI���������������
MRJS$GSZIVGYTFSEVH�GS�YO���[[[�GSZIVGYTFSEVH�GS�YO

7LS[VSSQ�EX�)\IXIV�6EGIGSYVWI�F]�ETTSMRXQIRX�8[MXXIV�$GJZTW

8LI�0YG]�0EWXMG�&ERH�EVI�ZIV]�TVSYH�XS�LEZI�LEH�E�PSRK�EWWSGMEXMSR�[MXL�,YRXWLEQ�'SYVX

THE LUCY LASTIC BAND
Traditional Ceilidh/Barn Dance Band

1SFMPI����������������b��[[[�PYG]PEWXMGFERH�GS�YO

       ‘wonderful time’

 ‘amazing music’

   ‘another fabulous evening’

     ‘traditional music with a boost’

‘really lifted the atmosphere’

  ‘got everyone up dancing and smiling’

‘Thank you very much for making our wedding celebrations so much fun’



Dartmoor Kitchen is a multi-
award-winning catering company 
supplying delicious food for events 
and parties where the kitchen 
needs to come to you. Our ethos 
is simple: local, fresh, and seasonal. 
Stylish and vibrant food that tastes 
delicious and looks great.

We create bespoke menus to suit 
each and every client covering a 
range of budgets. Flexibility is key 
so we work closely with you to 
ensure the menu suits you and the 
style of your event. We want to do 
more than just feed your guests, we 
aim for our exciting food to be the 
highlight of your day!

Dartmoor Kitchen

[[[�HEVXQSSVOMXGLIR�GS�YO
MRJS$HEVXQSSVOMXGLIR�GS�YO
01395 239000

Natural timeless photography capturing your day as it unfolds.
I photograph your day in a documentary style with pictures that tell a story.

I like you to look yourselves so no tacky or awkward poses.
I am a full time photographer and use only professional equipment.

FREE engagement shoot!

Passion 4 Photos

8IP����������������)QEMP��QEXX$TEWWMSR�TLSXSW�GS�YO
[[[�TEWWMSR�TLSXSW�GS�YO

Crème De La Crème Fun Casino
Mobile Fun Casinos & Photo Booth

Give your guests an evening to remember with our glamorous casinos, fun and
exciting entertainment for all ages played with fun money to win a prize.

Have the best fun ever in our photo booth with fancy dress props for added
fun, instant photos for your guests to take home and one for your guest book.
Weddings – Private Parties – Corporate Dinners - Charity Events & More...

���������������������������
MRJS$GVIQIHIPEGVIQIJYRGEWMRS�GS�YO
[[[�GVIQIHIPEGVIQIJYRGEWMRS�GS�YO



Sample of our Local Supplier's Network....

Pumpkin and Pye

[[[�[IHHMRK¾S[IVWHIZSR�GS�YO
MRJS$TYQTOMRT]I�GSQ��������������

&IEYXMJYP�ERH�GVIEXMZI�¾SVMWXV]�XS�GSQTPMQIRX�E�WXYRRMRK�ZIRYI

Evolve Photography

Photography as unique as your
wedding day.

Huntsham preferred supplier.
Coverage from 3 hours to 3 days.

[[[�IZSPZITLSXS�GS�YO
07585 333233

Photography as unique as your 
wedding day.

Huntsham preferred supplier.

Coverage from 3 hours to 3 days.



With over two decades of experience in the catering industry we are at the forefront of special 
occasion and event catering in Devon and the West Country.  We are committed to providing 

½VWX�GPEWW�JSSH�[MXL�SYXWXERHMRK�PIZIPW�SJ�WIVZMGI��

Posh Nosh has a talented and dedicated team of chefs who pride themselves on using only high 
quality local ingredients to produce innovative ideas in taste and presentation.  If you require a 
bespoke menu or would like to incorporate international cuisine at a local level we are happy 

to discuss and advise on your options. We use organic produce when available and are happy to 
source unusual ingredients to create any specialist menu idea you may have.

0SZI�*SSH#�0SZI�;IHHMRKW#�03:)�437,�237,
8IP����������������b��MRJS$TSWL�RSWL�GS�YO��b��[[[�TSWL�RSWL�GS�YO

Posh Nosh

Earth Gallery Flowers
Beautiful Flowers For Beautiful Venues

weddings -› parties -› corporate events
&EQTXSR����������������1SFMPI��������������

WSTLMI$IEVXLKEPPIV]¾S[IVW�GSQ���[[[�IEVXLKEPPIV]¾S[IVW�GSQ

The Jolly Vintner
Some things in life just simply go together and it 
really is impossible to imagine one without the 
other. Ant and Dec, Morecombe and Wise, hot 
HSKW�ERH�QYWXEVH��E�FMK�1EG�ERH�JVMIW���8SQ�ERH�
Jerry, Mary Berry and cakes,  Dr Who and the 
Daleks,  sausages and mash, Simon and Garfun-
kel (OK, I know  both had successful individual 

careers, but still you cannot think of one without 
the other) , Mork and Mindy, and Chas and Dave.  

OK, you get the idea.

;IPP�,YRXWLEQ�'SYVX�ERH�XLI�.SPP]�:MRXRIV�EVI�XLI�TIVJIGX�TEMVMRK�JSV�]SYV�JYRGXMSR��E�
superb venue and an independent wine merchant with over thirty years of supplying 

wines for events of all sizes.
*SV�JYVXLIV�MRJSVQEXMSR�GSRXEGX�6SV]�EX�XLI�.SPP]�:MRXRIV�SR

���������������NSPP]ZMRXRIV$ESP�GSQ

Nora Haggett
The West Country’s Finest Event Caterers

Nora Haggett is a family business, providing top-quality Devon Wedding Catering and
½RI�HMRMRK�JSV�[IHHMRKW�ERH�IZIRXW�MR�(IZSR�ERH�XLI�7SYXL�;IWX�

We understand just how much goes into organising your Devon Wedding or Event
ERH�EMQ�XS�QEOI�EVVERKIQIRXW�JSV�]SYV�GEXIVMRK�EW�WMQTPI�EW�TSWWMFPI��8LIVI�EVI�RS

extra charges for hiring of catering equipment and a standard place-setting.

��������������������������
MRJS$RSVELEKKIXX�GS�YO���[[[�HIZSRIZIRXGEXIVMRK�GS�YO



Sample of our Local Supplier's Network....

As well as our wonderful and 
versatile selection of British free 
range and award winning pies, the 
Pieminister wedding menu offers 
West Country-inspired canapés, 
sharing platters and puddings plus 
great late-night snacks and other 
imaginative ideas to choose from.

From barn dances to banquets, 
festival-style party to formal wedding 
breakfast, our dedicated events 
team will tailor the Pieminister party 
package to suit you.

*SV�JYVXLIV�MRJSVQEXMSR�ERH�QEOI�ER�IRUYMV]��
TPIEWI�GSRXEGX�

[IHHMRKW$TMIQMRMWXIV�GS�YO�SV�GEPP��������������
[[[�TMIQMRMWXIV�GS�YO�[IHHMRKW

Pieminister     Pie is all you need!

Pie & Mash

Wonderful Weddings

[[[�FEQTXSRKEQI�GSQ���FEQTXSRKEQI$ESP�GSQ
���&VSSO�7XVIIX��&EQTXSR��8MZIVXSR��(IZSR�)<����0=

8�����������������1��������������

Bampton Game
Pheasant, Duck and Venison Products • Simple Healthy Food

For something a little different
on your special day, try our tasty

and healthy game dishes.
Can be supplied as burgers,

sausages, chipolatas or
canapés - for use as entrées

or as a main course.
Samples can be provided -

contact us for further details.

Laura Bukin Hair

Wonderful and elegant wedding hair stylist, proud to be associated
with Huntsham Court

1����������������)��PEYVEFYOMR$LSXQEMP�GS�YO
*EGIFSSO��0EYVE�&YOMR�,EMV

Cotleigh Brewery

����������������������MRJS$GSXPIMKLFVI[IV]�GSQ
[[[�GSXPIMKLFVI[IV]�GSQ�LL���GSRXEGX�TLT



Piccolo Pizza Co

Enjoy the atmosphere our authentic outside catering provides; the fire, smoke,
and smells of fresh cooking makes a wonderful spectacle and focal point where

people can gather and enjoy great tasting food.

Our delicious pizzas use fresh, locally sourced ingredients and our bases are
made to our own special slow rise dough recipe. Although we normally cook

and serve our pizzas on the “night before”, we have been known to cater for the
main meal on the day of the wedding - food for thought!

7LSYPH�]SY�LEZI�ER]�UYIWXMSRW�SV�[SYPH�PMOI�XS�HMWGYWW�]SYV�TPERW
ERH�VIUYMVIQIRXW�TPIEWI�GSRXEGX�YW�ZME�SYV�[IFWMXI
[[[�TMGGSPSTM^^EGS�GS�YO�SV�SYV�*EGIFSSO�TEKI�
8IPITLSRI�����������������1SFMPI��������������

)QEMP��TMGGSPSTM^^EGS$]QEMP�GSQ

Feast Without Fuss

Pre-wedding suppers, the morning after brunch, hog roasts, high
teas and of course the Wedding breakfast.

Feast Without Fuss offer a bespoke catering service using local high
welfare meat and seasonal, sustainable produce.

Ideally located to offer supportive catering along side other suppliers
if required with personal one to one service that’s second to none,

ensuring your event runs smoothly, without fuss!

�������������`�1SFMPI�������������
PYGMI$JIEWX[MXLSYXJYWW�GS�YO�`�[[[�JIEWX[MXLSYXJYWW�GS�YO



Sample of our Local Supplier's Network....

Flippy Chippy

*SV�XLI�FIWX�JSSH�EX�]SYV�SYXWMHI�GEXIVMRK�IZIRX�GEPP�6MGLEVH�SR�
��������������SV��������������

 

)�QEMP��¾MTT]GLMTT]$LSQIGEPP�GS�YO
;IFWMXI��[[[�¾MTT]GLMTT]�GS�YO

Flippy Chippy is an Exeter based Fish and Chip van. We call at various 
locations throughout Exeter and surrounding areas providing our 

XVEHXMSREP�½WL�ERH�GLMTW�XS�VIKYPEV�GYWXSQIVW�MR�XLSWI�EVIEW��%W�]SY�GER�
see from the left we also do many other types of food. 

*PMTT]�'LMTT]�RSX�SRP]�GEXIVW�JSV�QSFMPI�½WL�ERH�GLMTW�XLVSYKLSYX�
the Exeter area but we can also cater at various outdoor events plus 
[IHHMRKW�[MXL�FYJJIXW�ERH�½RKIV�FYJJIXW��;I�GER�TVSHYGI�EPP�XLI�JSSH�

as pre your requirements. In addition to that we can also cater for 
children’s party food and breakfasts.



8LI�2EXMZI�&VIIHW�XIEQ�EVI�XLI�SRIW�
to go to if you dream of a relaxed, 
less formal event, where locally-made, 
ethically-sourced food is served with 
love and pride.

Beautiful platters of air-dried 
charcuterie, including Saddleback coppa 
and venison salami.... Artisan sourdough 
rolls bursting with hot-smoked beef 
brisket and handmade sauerkraut...
8VEHMXMSREPP]�QEHI�JVEROJYVXIVW��QEHI�
without additives... And of course, 
vegetarians will be delighted to see 
equally creative and luscious options!

Ruth and Graham Waddington make a 
wide range of cured, smoked and air-
dried products, made with free-range 
meats and many years of skill. As well 
as supplying some of London’s best 
restaurants, they have catered at many 
types of events, from weddings to beer 
festivals to children’s birthdays. As well 
as creating a great spread for the main 
event in collaboration with you, they 
can also provide packed lunches for 
your guests enjoying the countryside 
around Huntsham over the weekend, 
and great breakfasts for the morning 
after the night before.

NATIVE BREEDS CHARCUTERIE

�������������b�������������
MRJS$REXMZIFVIIHW�GS�YO��b��[[[�REXMZIFVIIHW�GS�YO

8LI�3PH�;SVOWLST��0]HRI]�4EVO�)WXEXI��
+PSYGIWXIVWLMVI��+0����&9[[[�REXMZIFVIIHW�GS�YO[[[�XLIVIXVIEX�GS 07974 914106



Sample of our Local Supplier's Network....

We are very grateful to the businesses whose advertisements appear in this 
publication. As a mark of our gratitude we would like to draw the attention of the 

readers to their details and announcements.  We are required to make it clear 
LS[IZIV�XLEX�RIMXLIV�8LI�1IHME�'SRWYPXERXW�RSV�,YRXWLEQ�'SYVX�GER�EGGITX�

responsibility for any services or workmanship that they may undertake.

EXCEPTIONAL FOOD AND EVENT MANAGEMENT
Weddings ~ Events ~ Corporate ~ Parties ~ Private Chefs

'EPP�SYV�XIEQ�XS�½RH�SYX�LS[�[I�GER�LIPT�QEOI�ER�
experience at Huntsham Court unique and worry free.

01179 555 271
[[[�QGFEMPI�GS�YO�b�MRJS$QGFEMPI�GS�YO

When it comes to exquisite food and exemplary service; 
McBaile Exclusive Catering & Events have it all covered.

We create exceptional, contemporary food using the best quality 
produce and creative chefs. Alongside our reassuringly good event management, we will 

ensure your event exceeds all expectations, 
leaving you to relax and enjoy your day. 

Bawdens The Bakers
We are a traditional family ran bakery set in the heart of Bampton.  We have a team of master 

bakers working day and night, six days a week, to produce delicious freshly baked goods.
Baking a large variety of breads, cakes, pastries, pies, pasties and puddings, we can be very 
accommodating to individual requests.  Freshly made sandwiches are available to order.

If you wish to discuss anything further, feel free to give us a call.
��������������FE[HIRWXLIFEOIVW$PMZI�GS�YO

[[[�FE[HIRWXLIFEOIVWSRPMRI�GS�YO

8LI�1IHME�'SRWYPXERXW
8IPITLSRI���������������

���&PEGOTSSP�8IGLRSPSK]�'IRXVI��*EVEHE]�;E]��&PEGOTSSP�*=���.;
www.themediaconsultants.co.uk  ~  sales@themediaconsultants.co.uk



Huntsham Court Devon
Wedding Venue and
Country House Party Hire

Chevithorne

The Hartnoll Hotel

National Trust
Knightshayes Court

Uplowman

Halberton

Whitnage

A361

A361

Sampford
Peverell

Westleigh

Burlescombe

Holcombe
Rogus

Morrells Lane

Dark Lane

Vanpost Hill

Shillingford

Ford Road

Bampton

Greenham

Ashbrittle

M5

M5

Tiverton Golf Club

M5

Ford Road

By Road:
Huntsham Court enjoys excellent 
road and rail links. When you leave 
Jnc 27 of the M5 you are on winding 
country roads within moments 
and twelve minutes later you will 
have arrived. Directions by road 
are downloadable on our website.  
Our postcode (EX16 7NA) should 
bring you to the door usind a 
7%82%:�

By Train:
8MZIVXSR� 4EVO[E]� MW� E� QEMRPMRI� VEMP�
station situated right next to Jnc 27 
of the M5 and is a twelve minute 
drive from the House. It has excellent 
regional connections as well as a 
direct service to London (1hr 50).

By Air:
Helicopters can land on site (weather 
permitting and by prior arrangement). 
8LIVI�MW�E�TVMZEXI�EMVWXVMT�XLVII�QMPIW�
away where we can arrange landing 
and parking if needed. Nearest major 
airports are Bristol Airport (50mins) 
and Exeter Airport (30mins).

Viewings:
As we are an exclusive-use country 
house rental we want to ensure the 
privacy of our guests and are available 
for viewings by appointment only. 
Please see our contact details, to 
make an appointment.

Local Taxi Services:
A-2-B taxis – 01884 251 252
68�8E\MW�¯���������������
or 07731 154 024
&VMER´W�8E\M�¯��������������
8VIZ´W�8E\M�¯��������������
Liz Cabs – 07899 903 314
4EVO[E]�8E\MW�¯�������������
Chris Cars – 07773 600 125

Directions to Huntsham Court

Huntsham Court, Huntsham, Devon EX16 7NA

Booking and Other Enquiries
-J�]SY�EVI�MRXIVIWXIH�MR�FSSOMRK�YW�EW�]SYV�)\GPYWMZI�9WI�:IRYI�
then please contact us:

Email: enquiries@huntshamcourt.co.uk
8IP���������������

Photography

With thanks to the following photographers 
who supplied the main images for this 
brochure:

www.evolvephoto.co.uk

www.ivistaphotography.com

www.simpsonphotography.co.uk



“An incredible Victorian mansion….
one of the most sought after venues in the UK…
with no boring rule book in sight.”
6HOHFWHG�DV�RQH�RI�WKH�WRS����8.�YHQXHV
Award: Conde Nast Brides Magazine

±;I´ZI�NYWX�LEH�XLI�QSWX�EQE^MRK�[IIOIRH�SJ�SYV�PMZIW��8LMW�LSYWI�MW�
stunning, the weather was fantastic and the house team pulled out all the 
stops. Words really cannot give this venue justice.”
Guests: Marilyn & Matt

“If anyone wants to host the quintessential English country house party, this is 
the place.”
:LQQHU
&RPPHUFLDO�,QQRYDWLRQ�&DWHJRU\�LQ�WKH�+HULWDJH�6HFWRU
Award: Hudson Heritage Awards

Huntsham Court
www.HuntshamCourt.co.uk

8���������������������
E: enquiries@huntshamcourt.co.uk

:MI[MRKW�F]�TVMSV�ETTSMRXQIRX�SRP]�


